.
The ropelength of a knot is the quotient of its length by its thickness, the radius of the largest embedded normal tube around the knot. We also provide upper bounds for the minimum ropelength Rop(K) which is close to twice Len(K):
Rop(K) ≤ min 1.5c(K) 2 + 9.15c(K) + 6.79,
1.25c(K)
2 + 14.58c(K) + 16.90 .
Introduction
A knot can be embedded in many different ways in 3-space, smooth or piecewise linear. Polygonal knots are those which consist of finite line segments, called sticks, attached end-to-end. A lattice knot is a polygonal knot in the cubic lattice Z 3 = (R × Z × Z) ∪ (Z × R × Z) ∪ (Z × Z × R). For further studies on lattice knots the readers are referred to [1, 7, 11, 14, 15] .
A quantity that we may naturally be interested on lattice knots is the minimum length necessary to realize a knot as a lattice knot. An edge is a line segment of unit length joining two nearby lattice points in Z 3 . Obviously a stick with length n consists of n edges. The minimum number of edges necessary to realize a knot K as a lattice knot is called the minimum lattice length, denoted by Len(K).
Diao [7] introduced this term (he used "minimal edge number" instead), and proved that the minimum lattice length of the trefoil knot 3 1 is 24 and all the other nontrivial knots need more than 24 edges. Ishihara and Shimokawa (see [18] ) proved that the minimum lattice length of 4 1 and 5 1 are 30 and 34, respectively. Lattice knot presentations with minimum lattice length of the knots 3 1 , 4 1 , and 5 1 are depicted in Figure 1 . Also many numerical estimations of the minimum lattice length for various knots are addressed in [13, 16, 18] . In the paper we are interested in finding upper bounds for the minimum lattice length of a given nontrivial knot K in terms of the minimum crossing number c(K). Diao et al [10] established an O(c(K) 2 ) upper bound for the minimum lattice length as follows:
Recently the authors [12] obtained another inequality for nontrivial knots except the trefoil knot 3 1 :
In this paper we improve this upper bound. Theorem 1. Let K be any nontrivial knot.
Moreover if K is a non-alternating prime knot,
8 . An essential question in physical knot theory concerns the minimum amount of rope (of unit thickness) needed to tie a given knot. We measure the ropelength of a knot K as the quotient of its length by its thickness where thickness is the radius of the largest embedded normal tube around the knot. We define the minimum ropelength Rop(K) to be the minimum ropelength of all embeddings of K. Many results about finding lower bounds for the ropelength of K as a function of crossing number can be found in [3, 5, 8, 9] . In this paper we are interested in a converse problem: finding upper bounds for the minimum ropelength of K. Indeed, the minimum ropelength of a knot is less than or equal to twice the minimum lattice length of the knot. In the same paper, Diao et al also established an O(c(K) 2 ) upper bound for the minimum ropelength which is twice the upper bound for the minimum lattice length they found:
Also Cantarella et al [4] obtained another inequality:
We obtained an improved inequality from Theorem 1. Theorem 2. Let K be any nontrivial knot.
Note that the first inequality in Theorem 2 guarantees the following inequality which slightly improves the Cantarella's bound:
Grid diagrams and arc index
A grid diagram of a knot K is a knot diagram of vertical strands and the same number of horizontal strands with the properties that at every crossing the vertical strand crosses over the horizontal strand and no two horizontal strands are co-linear and no two vertical strands are co-linear. It is known that every knot admits a grid diagram [6] . The minimum number of vertical strands in all grid diagrams of K is called the grid index of K, denoted by g(K).
An arc presentation of a knot K is an embedding of K in finitely many pages of an open-book decomposition so that each of the pages meets K in a single simple arc. Note that this open-book decomposition has open half-planes as pages and the standard z-axis as the binding axis. And the arc index α(K) is the minimum number of pages among all possible arc presentations of K.
Since a grid diagrams is a way of depicting an arc presentation [6] , the arc index equals the grid index, i.e. α(K) = g(K). Figure 2 presents an arc presentation, a grid diagram, and how they are related in an example of the trefoil knot. In this paper we first find upper bounds for the minimum lattice length and the minimum ropelength of knots in terms of the grid index. The following proposition has a key role to convert these bounds to upper bounds in terms of the crossing number.
Proof. Bae and Park [2] established an upper bound on arc index in terms of the crossing number. In their paper, Corollary 4 and Theorem 9 provide that α(K) ≤ c(K) + 2, and moreover α(K) ≤ c(K) + 1 if K is a nonalternating prime knot. Later Jin and Park [17] improved the second part of Bae and Park's theorem. They proved a(K) ≤ c(K) for a non-alternating prime knot K. The equality α(K) = g(K) guarantees the proposition.
A stick in Z 3 parallel to the x-axis is called an x-stick and an edge parallel to the x-axis is called an x-edge. The plane with the equation x = i for some integer i is called an x-level i. The related notations concerning the y and z-coordinates will be defined in the same manner as the x-coordinate. Note that each y-stick or z-stick lies on some x-level.
Upper bounds for the minimum lattice length
In this section we prove Theorem 1 by actually constructing a lattice knot and counting the number of its edges. Let K be a nontrivial knot with the grid index g. The proof follows four steps: settling a grid diagram of K into Z 3 , folding it twice horizontally and vertically to reduce the number of edges, and apply Proposition 3.
Step 1. Natural settlement of a grid diagram of K into Z 3 .
We begin by considering a grid diagram of K which consists of g horizontal strands and g vertical strands. We realize this grid diagram into the cubic lattice Z 3 as follows. We regard these g horizontal strands as x-sticks lying on z-level 1 and y-levels 1, 2, · · · , g in the same order as they appeared in the original grid diagram. Similarly we regard the other g vertical strands as y-sticks lying on z-level 2 and x-levels 1, 2, · · · , g. Now connect each pair of an x-stick and a y-stick, which came from adjacent strands in the grid diagram, by a z-edge whose boundary lies on z-levels 1 and 2. We finally get a lattice presentation of K as shown in the leftmost of Figure 3 . Now we count the number of edges. By the definition of the grid diagram, there are exactly two x-edges each between x-levels 1 and 2, and between x-levels g − 1 and g, four x-edges each between x-levels 2 and 3, and between x-levels g − 2 and g − 1, and so on. Every time we pass over each x-level, we add at most two x-edges until we reach the middle level because the number of x-edges increases by two usually, but sometimes is unchanged or decreases by two. Thus the maximum number of x-edges is 2
We count the number of y-edges in the same manner. Obviously the number of z-edges is equal to 2g. Therefore the maximum number of edges of this lattice presentation is
if g is even. So we have the following inequality:
Step 2. Horizontal folding to reduce one fourth of the square growth.
We would like to fold this lattice presentation structure along the line z = 1, x = g+1 2 if g is odd, and z = 1, x = g 2 + 1 if g is even as shown in Figure 3 . During this folding argument, any stick does not pass another but only some x-sticks can be overlapped. To get a proper lattice presentation, remove such all overlapped x-edges which are expressed by dotted line segments in the last figure. Note that almost half of y-sticks which are on the right side in the leftmost figure moved into z-level 0 and all x-sticks stayed on z-level 1. This movement does not change the knot type of K. 2 contains one y-stick. This means that there are four x-edges between x-levels 1 and 2, at most eight x-edges between x-levels 2 and 3, and so on. Similarly there are two x-edges between x-levels 4 . Moreover we can reduce two more z-edges in x-level Therefore the maximum number of edges of this new lattice presentation is
2 +(2g−2) = Step 3. Vertical folding to reduce one eighth of the square growth.
We fold again the new lattice presentation structure along the line z = 2, y = g+1 2 if g is odd, and z = 2, y = g 2 + 1 if g is even as shown in Figure  4 . When we fold, all y-sticks on z-level 2 stayed on the same z-level, upper half of x-sticks on z-level 1 moved into z-level 3 and the rest half stayed on z-level 1, and upper half of y-sticks on z-level 0 moved into z-level 4 and the rest half stayed on z-level 0. During this folding argument, a stick does not pass another, only some of y-sticks on z-level 2 are overlapped, and some of y-sticks on z-level 0 are broken into two pieces. To get a proper lattice presentation, remove such all overlapped y-edges, and connect each pair of the broken y-sticks by two y-edges and four z-edges as shown in the last figure in Figure 4 . Still this movement does not change the knot type of K.
In this step, counting the number of edges is more complicated. First consider the y-sticks on z-level 2 which are at least half among g y-sticks. Indeed, the exact number of such y-sticks is g+1 2 for odd g case, and g 2 + 1 for even g case. Folding these y-sticks is exactly in the same way as folding x-sticks in Step 2. When we fold x-sticks in Step 2, the maximum number of x-edges decreases by almost half as follows:
replaced by 4 + 1 for g = 4k + 2. So we can apply this calculation to the above half class of y-sticks on z-level 2. More precisely the decrease by almost half is guaranteed when we fold all y-sticks as proceeded in Step 2. But we can surely apply this argument to either the set of almost half y-sticks on the left side or the set of almost half y-sticks on the right side in the first figure in Figure 3 . We may assume that the above half class of y-sticks on z-level 2 fits this condition.
Note that for the other half class of y-sticks on z-levels 0 and 4, we add two more y-edges and four more z-edges to connect each pair after broken. Then the maximum number of y-edges is
2 )+2(
for odd g case, for g = 4k + 2 case. After counting the z-sticks used to connect each pair of the broken ysticks, the maximum number of z-edges in total is 2g + 4( g−1 2 ) = 4g − 2 for odd g, and 2g + 4( if g is odd, Step 4. Apply Proposition 3 to complete the proof of Theorem 1.
Since we can take any upper bounds of Step 1, 2 and 3, we finally get:
Len(K) ≤ min 
Upper bounds for the minimum ropelength
In this section we prove Theorem 2. Since a lattice knot can be changed to a smooth knot by taking a twice enlargement and replacing every corner with a suitable quartile circle as illustrated in Figure 5 . Apply this argument to each steps in Section 3. This means that we take twice the length and subtract 2 − π 2 the number of corners times. In Step 1, the number of corners is 4g. So we have the inequality Rop(K) ≤ 2(g 2 + 2g) + 4g( π 2 − 2) = 2g 2 + (2π − 4)g. In Step 2, at least 2g corners most of which are placed on z-levels 0 and 2 are guaranteed. Thus Rop(K) ≤ 2( . Therefore we finally get the following inequality:
Rop(K) ≤ min . Again apply Proposition 3 to complete the proof of Theorem 2.
